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JORDAN MEASURE

AND RIEMANN

INTEGRATION.'

BY ORRIN FRINK JR.

In this paper it is shownthat the Riemannintegralcan be definedin
termsofJordanmeasurein aboutthesameway that the Lebesgue integral
is definedin termsof Lebesgue measure. This result is not surprising,
but it does not seem to be in the literature. There is a paper on the
subjectbyJ.Ridder,"Over de Integraldefinities
van Riemannen Lebesgue",
Christiann
Huygens,vol. 4, (1925-6) pp. 346-350, but the resultsstated
in thispaperare incorrect.Ridderattemptsto show thata necessaryand
conditionthat a boundedfunctiondefinedover a closed interval
sufficient
be integrable
be "Jordanmeasurable",thatis,
Riemannis thatthe function
for every pair of numbersk and 1, the set of points x of I for which
k < f (x) < 1, and the set forwhichk < f (x) < 1, are measurableJordan.
But it is easily seen that not even all continuousfunctionsare
"measurableJordan"in this sense. For example,let C be a closed set
whichis not measurableJordan(such as a nowheredense closed set of
positiveLebesgue measure)containedin the closed intervalI. Let f (x)
be the distanceofa pointx of I fromthe set C. Thenf (x) is continuous,
butthe set of pointsof I forwhich-1 < f(x) ? 0 is the set C, which
is not measurableJordan. The situationis morecomplicatedthan Ridder
supposed,as can be seenfromthetheoremsbelow,whereseveralnecessary
and sufficient
conditionsfor Riemannintegrability
in terms of Jordan
measureare derived. Some consequencesof these results,believedto be
new, are also given; for example,it is shown that a boundedfunction
integrableRiemanncan be uniformly
approximatedby functionswhich
take on only a finitenumberof values, at sets measurableJordan.
We shall confine
ourattention
to boundedfunctions
definedovera closed
interval(not necessarily1-dimensional).This is sufficiently
general,since
a functiondefinedover only a subset of the intervalmay be considered
to have thevalue zeroelsewhere.Improper
integralswillnotbe considered.
The followingnotationwill be used. If A is any boundedset of points,
thenbyA, the closureof A, we shall meanthe set A plus its limitpoints,
and by A, the interiorof A, we shall mean the set of all interiorpoints
of A. Also b (A) = A-A is the boundaryof A, and f (A) = A-A is
thefrontierofA. Thentheset A-A is thefrontier
ofthecomplement
ofA.
I
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If A is measurableLebesgue we shall denoteits measureby mA. The
word measure,unless otherwisequalified,will always mean Lebesgue
to be mA, and the innercontent
ofA is defined
measure. The outercontent
of A is definedto be mA. Since the sets A and A are closed and open
theyare measurable.If the outer and innercontentsof A
respectively,
are equal, their commonvalue is cA, the contentor Jordanmeasureof
that
A, and A is said to be measurableJordan. It followsimmediately
a set is measurableJordanif and onlyif its boundaryis of measurezero.
thatA is Jordanmeasurable
Caratheodory,
If mf(A)
0, we say,following
ofA,
fromwithin,or JMI, and ifA-A, the frontierof the complement
or JMO.
fromwithout,
is ofmeasurezero, we say A is Jordanmeasurable
Withtheaid ofsome simplepoint-settheorythe followingconsequences
can be established. The logical sum of a countable
of these definitions
numberof sets JMI is JMI. The logical productof a countablenumber
of sets JMO is JMO. The complementof a set JMI is JMO, and
conversely.A set is measurableJordanif and onlyif it is both JMJ
and JMO. A closed intervalis measurableJordan. If A and B are
measurableJordan,thentheirlogicalsumA+ B, theirlogicalproductAB,
and theirlogical difference
A-B, are all measurableJordan.
It is assumedthat the readeris familiarwith the ordinarytheoryof
and in particularwith the theorem
Riemannand Lebesgue integration,
thata functiondefinedand boundedon an intervalis integrableRiemann
forma set of measure zero.
if and only if its points of discontinuity
Given a functionf(x) definedover a closed intervalI, we shall denote
by Gk, Ek, Lk, GEk, and LEk the sets of points of I for which
f(x) >k, = k, <k, >k, or < k respectively.
THEOREM 1. If f (x) is defined,bounded,and integrableRiemann ont
theclosedintervalI, thenfor all excepta countablenumberof valuesof k
theset of pointsSk for whichf (x) > k is measurableJordan.
Proof. Since f (x) is integrableLebesgue, the set of points Ek for
whichf(x) = k is measurableLebesgue, and for all except a countable
numberof values of k is of measure zero. For, no two distinctsets
Ek have a point in common,and all are containedin I, hence only
a countablenumberof themcan have positivemeasure.
Suppose now that k is so chosenthat mEk = 0, and considerthe set
Gk of points wheref (x) > k. What we wish to prove is that Gk is
measurableJordan,thatis, that its boundaryis of measurezero. Suppose
p is any pointof the boundaryof Sk. Three cases arise. I. If f (p) > k,
thenp is botha memberof and a boundarypointof Gk, and is therefore
a limitpoint of points wheref (x)<k. Hence p must be a point of
of f (x). II. If f (p) - k, thenp is a point of Ek. III. If
discontinuity
365
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f(p) < k, then sincep is a boundarypoint but not a memberof Sk, it
mustbe a limit pointof Gk, that is of pointswheref(x) >k. Then it
off (x). Hence in any case a boundarypoint
is a pointof discontinuity
of Gk is a memberof eitherEk, whichis of measurezero, or of the set
D of discontinuities
off (x), whichis also of measurezero sincef (x) is
integrableRiemann. Since it is a subset of a set of measure zero, the
boundaryof Gk is of measurezero, hence Sk is measurableJordan.
2. If f (x) is defined, bounded, and integrable Riemann on
the closed interval I, thenfor all except a countablenumberof values of k,
mEk =0, thesets Gk, Ek, Lk, GEk, and LEk are
and in fact whenever
all measurableJordan.
THEOREM

Proof. This follo'wsfromTheorem1, fromthe fact that -f(x) is
of two sets
integrableRiemann,and fromthe fact that the difference
measurableJordanis measurableJordan. In fact,Lk is the set of points
where -f(x)>-k,
GEk = I-Lk,
LEk - I- Uk, Ek = GEk- Uk.
THEOREM 3. If f(x) is defined,bounded, and integrable Riemann on
the closed interval I, thenfor everyk the sets Uk and Lk are each thesum
of a countable number of sets measurable Jordan, and hence are JMI,
and thesets G Ek, LEk, and Ek are each the logical productof a countable
numberof sets measurableJordan and hence are JMO.
Proof. For anynumber
k we can finda sequenceofnumbersk1, k2, ***,
kn *... approaching k from above and such that for every n we have
approaching k
0, and a sequence of numbers 4, 12, ...,
In,
mEk.
=
frombelow and such that for every n we have mEl,
0, since all
...

except a countablenumberof numbershave this latterproperty.Then
00
since in the firstplace everyx whichis a memberof Uk is
Uk = I
n=l1k.,
a memberof every Uk. for whichf(x) > kn, and in the second place
everypointof Gk. is also a pointof Gk. Similarreasoningshows us that
00

00

Lk =

:lj,

n=1

LEk=IIH

GUEk GHln =I-Lk,
n=1

Ek=

00

GEk. LEk =E

00

n=1

Lk-

I-

k,

Gl
sn * rLk.
n=1

n=1

But by Theorem2 the sets GkU,Lka, GUn,L1n are all measurableJordan.
This completesthe proofof Theorem3.
It shouldbe noted that a set can be JMI withoutbeing the sum of
a countablenumberof sets measurableJordan. An exampleis any set
of the second categoryof measurezero. For, everyset of measurezero
is JMI; but since a set of contentzero is nowheredense, the logical
sum of a countablenumberof sets of contentzero is necessarilyof the
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with respectto I of a set
firstcategory. Similarly,the complement
whichis of measurezero and of the second categoryis an exampleof
a set whichis JMO withoutbeingthe logical productof a countable
numberof sets measurableJordan.
It followsfromTheorem2 thatif mEi,- mEz 0, theset of pointsof
I forwhichk ?f (x) < I is measurableJordan. We are nowin a position
to definethe Riemannintegralin termsofJordanmeasurein thesameway
in whichthe Lebesgue integralis definedin termsof Lebesgue measure.
bounded,and integrableRiemannon the
Let f (x) be a functiondefined,
less thanthe greatestlowerbound
closed intervalI, and let m be a number
off (x) and M be a numbergreaterthan the least upperbound off (x).
Considera partitionof the intervalfromm to M, that is, a finitenumber
M,
of values Yo, - **,y, such that m = yo< y, < y2< .<.. <yk< - * *<yn
=
the
s,
Let
k.
for
every
K
that
0
condition
to
the
and subject
mEyk
normof the partition,be the maximumof yk yk-1 for all values of k.
Let Ak be the set of points of I for which yk-1?f(x) <yk. Then it
followsfromTheorem2 that Ak is measurableJordan. Let CALMdenote
the Jordan measure of Ak, which of course is equal to its Lebesgue
measure. Then we can definethe Riemannintegralof f(x) over the
intervalI by the relation

J f(x)
Orb

I

=

~~~~n

lim X
80
~P->k=l

ykCAk

This limitexistsin the sense that thereis a numberL suchthatforevery
e>0 thereexistsan I > 0 suchthatforeverypartition
yo, *,y/subjectto
conditionK, and whose normd is less than a, we have L-

z

yk CAk<,,

The existenceofthislimitL is provedin thesameway as fortheLebesgue
integral,and of courseit is equal to the Lebesgue integral. That there
small normsubjectto conditionK follows
exist partitionsof arbitrarily
=fromthe fact that mEyt, 0 for all except a countablenumberof
values of yk.
forthe Riemannintegrability
Havingobtainedsomenecessaryconditions
in termsofJordanmeasure,we nowlook forsufficient
of boundedfunctions
conditionsof the same type. As we shall prove,the propertiesstatedin
for Riemann
the conclusionsof Theorems2 and 3 are each sufficient
integrability.We shall firstshow that a conditionapparentlyweaker
than eitherof these is also sufficient.
and boundedon theclosed
THEOREM 4. If thefunctionf (x) is defined
m
and
and
if for a set of valuesof k
M,
intervalI, and its boundsare
denseon theintervalfromm to M thesetsGk and Lk of points
everywhere
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of I for whichf (x) >k and f (x) <k resectivelyare JMI, thenf (x) is
integrable
Riemann.
Proof. It is sufficient
to provethat the set D of discontinuities
off (x)
is of measure zero. Note that fromthe hypothesisof our theoremit
followsthat for everyk, Gk and Lk are JMI. For, as before,we can
finda sequence of values kn approachingk fromabove such that every
Gk. is JMI, and a sequenceof values In approachingk frombelow such
that everyLi. is JMI.

Then Gk =

n==,

Gkn and Lk

=

I

n=1

Li . Hence

both Gk and Lk are JMI, since each is the sum of a countablenumber
of sets JMI.
of f(x) at whichthe
Now considerthe set On of those discontinuities
oscillationoff(x) is >1/n, supposep is anypointofOn, and let f(p) = k.
If r and s are rational numberssuch that r<k<s
and (s-r)<1/5n,
thenp is a point of Gr and also of L8. But, since the oscillationof
f(x) is > 1/n at p, p is a limitpointeitherof pointswheref(x) <r or
of pointswheref (x) >s. Then p is a frontier
point of eitherGr,or L8,
since it is eithera pointof G, and a limitpointof pointsnot in Gr, or
a point of L8 and a limit point of points not in L8,. Since the sets
Gr and Ls are JMI, theirfrontiers
f (Gr) and f (L8) are of measurezero.
All pointsof?nt then,are includedin theset gf (Gr.)+ glf (Lrj) where
the sequence r1, r2,

*.

, ri,

...

is some enumeration of the rational

numbers. Since this set is of measure zero, so also is On. But the set
of discontinuitiesof f (x) is D

l On. Hence D is of measure zero

and f (x) is integrableRiemann. We have used throughout
the fact that
a countablenumberof sets of measurezero has as its logical sum a set
of measurezero.
By combining
Theorems2, 3, and 4, a largenumberofdifferent
necessary
and sufficient
conditions
fortheRiemannintegrability
ofboundedfunctions
can be obtained. Some of these are foundin
THEOREM 5. Each of thefollowing
tenproperties
is by itselfa necessary
and sufficient
condition
for the1Riemann
integrability
of a functionf (x),
definedand boundedon the dosed interval1, and whoseboundsare m
and M:
a) For all excepta countablenumberof values of k the sets Gk and
Jordan.
Lk are measurable
For
b)
all excepta countablenumberof values of k the sets GEk and
LEk are measurableJordan.
c) For a setofvaluesof k everywhere
denseon theintervalfromm to M
thesets Gk and Lk are measurableJordan.
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denseon theintervalfromm to M
d) For a setofvaluesof k everywhere
thesets G(Ek and LEk are measurableJordan.
e) For all valuesof k thesets Gk and Lk are each thelogicalsum of a
countablenumberof setsmeasurableJordan.
f) For all valuesof k thesets GEk and LEk are eachthelogicalproduct
of a countablenumberof setsmeasurableJordan.
g) For all valuesof k thesetsGk and Lk are JMI.
h) For all valuesof k thesets GEk and LEk are JMO.
denseon theintervalfromm to M
i) For a setof valuesofk everywhere
thesets Gk and Lk are JMI.
denseon theintervalfromm,to M
j) For a setof valuesof k everywhere
thesetsG Ek and L Ek are JMO.
It should be noted that if for a set of values of k everywheredense
on the intervalfromm to M the sets GEk and LEk are JMO, thenfor
the same values of k the sets Gk = I- L Ek and Lk = I- GEk are
with respectto I of a set JMO is JMI,
JMI, since the complement
and hencef (x) is integrableRiemannby Theorem4. This is the only
fact needed in Theorem5 not already covered by Theorems2, 3,
and 4.
THEOREM 6. If f (x) and g (x) are defined,bounded,and integrable
Riemann on the closed intervalI, then the set of points of I where
f (x)>g (x), and the set of points of I wheref (x) t g (x) are each the
logicalsum of a countablenumberof sets measurableJordan,and theset
g (x), and theset of pointswheref (x) > g (x) are
of pointswheref (x)
Jordan.
each the logicalproductof a countablenumberof sets measurable
Proof. This followsfromthe fact that iff (x) and g(x) are integrable
f (x) -g (x). The four sets of
d (x)
Riemann,so is their difference
pointsin questionare the pointsof I at whichd (x) > 0, 0O= 0 >0,
respectively.The conclusionthenfollowsfromTheorem3.
THEOREM 7. If f (x) and g (x) are defined,bounded,and integrable
condition
and sufficient
Riemannon theclosedintervalI, thenthenecessary
f (x) t g (x)
that I f (x) -g(x) | dx = 0 is thatthesetofpointsU at which
be thelogicalsum of a countablenumberof setsof contentzero.
Proof. Since the Riemannand Lebesgueintegralsare equal whenboth
exist,it followsfromthe corresponding
theoremfor Lebesgue integrals
thatthe necessaryand sufficient
conditionforthe vanishingof the integral
in questionis that m U = 0. But since f (x) and g (x) are integrable
Riemann,it followsfromTheorem6 that U is the sum of a countable
numberof sets measurableJordan. Since it is also of measurezero, it
mustbe the logical sum of a countablenumberof sets of contentzero.
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It should be noted that Theorem7, and in fact a somewhatsharper
result,can also be deducedfroma theorem
to be foundin the firstedition
of Hobson's "Theory of Functionsof a Real Variable", Cambridge1907,
page 347. This theoremstates that a necessaryand sufficient
condition
that ef (X) dx exist in the sense of Riemannand be zero for every
subintervalof I is that for every k> 0 the set of points of I for
whichIf (x) >? k is of contentzero. From this it followsthat under
the hypothesisof Theorem7 a necessaryand sufficient
conditionthat
0 is that for everyk>0, the set of pointsof I
If(x) -g(x)Idx
forwhichIf(x) -g(x) I > k is of contentzero. This impliesTheorem7.
THEOREM 8. If f(x) is defined,bounded,and integrable
Riemannon
the closed intervalI, and U is any subsetof I whichis the stm of
a countablenumberof sets of contentzero, then thereexistsa function
g(x), also defined,boundedand integrableRiemann overI, such that U
is theset of pointsat whichf (x) 4 g (x).
Proof. We defineg (x) to be f (x) + i (x), where u (x) is integrable
Riemannand differs
fromzero onlyat pointsof U, as follows. We are
00
giventhat U =
Cn, where each CO is of contentzero. If we let
D1=

U

=

C1, D2
00

n=1 D.,

C2 -C1,

Dn

Cn - (Ci + C2 +

**C+

Cl)

then

whereeach Dn is of contentzero, and no two distinctsets

Dn have a pointin common.This followsfromthe fact that the logical

of two sets of contentzero are sets of contentzero.
sum and difference
Now let u (x) be the functionwhichfor all values of n is equal to 1/n
for each x whichis a memberof Do, and is equal to zero for each x
whichis a memberof I but not of U. Then u (x) is integrableRiemann
by Theorem5 a), since for all values of k except zero the sets Gk and
Lk forthe function
u (x) are measurableJordan. Hence the function
g (x)
as definedabove is boundedand integrableRiemannand differs
fromf(x)
onlyat pointsof U, whichwas to be proved.
Theorems7 and *8 are importantin connectionwith those function
spaces for which the "distance" of two functions
is definedin termsof
the Riemannintegralof some power of their absolute difference,
and in
otherconnections.Now everyset whichis the logical sum of a countable
numberof sets of contentzero is both of the firstcategory and of
measurezero. Is the conversetrue? It is not, as the followingrather
complicatedexamplewill show. It seems to be even more difficult
to
constructa similarexampleforlinear sets.
Let a Jordanarc AB in the plane be of superficial(two-dimensional)
measureunity,and let it be in one to one continuouscorrespondence
with
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a straightline segmentOX of unit lengthin such a way that,if S is
any subsetofOX and S' is its imagein A B, and if one of the setsS, S'
is measurable,thenthe otheris also, and the linearmeasureofS is equal
measureofS'. It is wellknownthatsucha correspondence
to thesuperficial
can exist. Now let S be a subsetof OX of linear measurezero, whose
with respect to OX is of the firstcategory,and let S' be
complement
the image ofS in AB. Of courseS', being a subsetofan arc,is nowhere
densein the plane and hence of the firstcategory,and also it is of
S' is not the sum of a countablenumberof
measurezero. Nevertheless,
contentzero. For, ifit were,it wouldbe a subsets of (two-dimensional)
set of an F6 of measurezero, and in fact, of an F6 of measurezero
containedin AB, since AB is a closed set. Call the image of this
F6, on OX the set K. Now we have that K is also an F6 of measure
zero, and is thus of the firstcategory. But K containsS, which is of
the secondcategory,and this involvesa contradiction.
THEOREM 9. If thefunctionf(x), definedover the closedintervalI,
takes on only a finitenumberof values yi, Y2,
, yn,at thesetsE1,
conditionthat
sufficient
and
the
necessary
then
respectively,
..*,
En
E2,
Jordan,
Riemannis thateach of thesetsEi be measurable
f (x) beintegrable
and the integralin thiscase is equal to

n

y
licEi.

Proof. In the firstplace if each set Es is measurableJordan,thenby
Theorem5 f (x) is integrableRiemann,since it is boundedand the sets
if
Sk and Lk are measurableJordanfor all values of k. Conversely,
f (x) is integrableRiemann,thenthe set D of its pointsof discontinuity
is of measurezero. Now if p is a boundarypoint of one of the sets
Es, thenit is at the same timea pointof some set E, and a limitpoint
of points not in Er, which impliesthat it is a point of discontinuity
off(x). Hence the boundariesof the sets Ej are all containedin the
set D, which is of measurezero. But then these boundariesare of
measurezero, and hence the sets Es are measurableJordan,whichwas
n
to be proved. That the integralin this case is equal to , yjcEJfollows
of the Riemann
fromour discussionafterTheorem3, wherea definition
integralwas given similarto that of the,Lebesgue integral.
thata function
f(x),
condition
and sufficient
THEOREM 10. The necessary
Riemannis that
definedand boundedon theclosedintervalI, be integrable
eachof which
offunctions
sequence
convergent
f(x) be thelimitof a uniformly
Jordan.
sets
measurable
offunctionalvaluesover
assumesonlya finitenumber
Proof. If f (x) is the limit of such a sequence,then by Theorem9
each functionof the sequence is integrableRiemann. Then by a well
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knowntheorem,
f (x), beingthe limitof a uniformly
convergent
sequence
of functions
integrableRiemann,is itselfintegrableRiemanu.
Suppose now on the otherhandf (x) is givento be integrableRiemann.
We wishto provethat for everyintegern thereexists a function
gn(x),
on
a
finite
number
of
taking only
values over sets measurableJordan,
and such that If(x) - gn(x) I<1/n. Suppose m is a numberless than
the lower bound of f (x), and M is a numbergreaterthan the upper
boundoff (x). In view of Theorem2 we can select a finitenumberof

valuesm =

Yo<Yi<

...

<yi<...

<yr

=

M on the intervalfromm

to M such that y!- yi-i< 1/2n and such that the set of pointsAi for
whichyi-1? f (x) < y is measurableJordanforall values ofi from1 to r.
Definegn(x) to be the function
whichforall values of i is equal to yj for
everyx whichis a memberof Ai. ThenIf(x) -gn(x) I <1/n, and gn(x)
takes on only a finitenumberof values yi at sets Ai measurableJordan,
whichwas to be proved.
Theorem10 gives us anothermethodof defining
the Riemannintegral
in termsof Jordanmeasure,which howeveris not essentiallydifferent
fromthe methodpreviouslydescribed. It shouldbe remarkedthat the
theorems
of thispaperare not restricted
to functions
definedover a linear
interval;the proofshold equallywell for functionsdefinedover a closed
intervalI of any numberof dimensions.

